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A markreting and business blog for entrepreneurs
According to a TD Economics Special Report* Canadian women are leading

the charge into entrepreneurship. Partner with me to communicate the
products and services that my niche audience of Canadian entrepreneurs

would love to know about and buy.

*TD Economics Special Report: Canadian Women Leading the Charge into Entrepreneurship, January 16 2015
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a marketing and business blog
for entrepreneurs

About 

H E L L O  E N T R E P R E N E U R !

Google & Squarespace Analytics

info@blackleopard-pr.com

We provide marketing and media relations assistance for
entrepreneurs to find and communicate with their ideal customers.
Established in 2013, I provide a number of entrepreneurs,
solopreneurs and freelancers with PR services, marketing advice and
business building solutions to make the dream of successful
entrepreneurship a reality.

Email Phone

1,211 page views / month 
75.33% users are new
37% visitors are Canadian (23% are American)
43% visitors use a Macintosh desktop (32% use Windows)
Women 25 -34
Located in Toronto, Mississauga and New York
Samsung most popular device for mobile visitors

Website

BLACK LEOPARD PUBLIC RELATIONS

blackleopard-pr.com 1-416-893-8575

Market
Between PR services, networking events, workshops and the blog I
have been able to grow a specialized audience that is truly
engaged on a regular basis. Brands like yours would benefit
immensely from partnering with me to reach this audience in an
authentic way.

Total influence 5,664 

Reach 

1,957 Instagram followers

719 Facebook followers

960 Twitter followers

329 Pinterest followers 500+ LinkedIn connctions

433 Email subscribers675 Snapchat score 91 Google+ followers

About Us

collaborate
connect
tell your story 

We are a public relations and marketing
company led by Nicole Nurse.
Nicole is a marketing agent, public
relations professional and entrepreneur
who manages the collective talents of
creative professionals to highlight and
support small businesses and
entrepreneurs. She provides
opportunities for businesses to connect
with their customers and collaborators
through media, events and strategic
partnerships. 

Mission 
P R O V I D E  O P P O R T U N I T I E S
F O R  E N T R E P R E N E U R S  T O



3 ways topartner with me

Become a partner

Reviews & Giveaways

Put your product in my hands for a blog
review seamlessly integrated with business
and marketing advice for entrepreneurs
who are your ideal clients or give it away in
a contest run through the blog.

Sponsored Post

Increasing student debt, the growing contract work economy and the
success of mommy blogging have all contributed to the popularity of
entrepreneurship for women. Companies like yours are reaching
record profits by providing products, services and branding that
appeals to the needs of this group. 

My brand is my lifestyle. Not only do I work with this key and growing
demographic, I'm part of it! I understand the needs and desires of
women in entrepreneurship like no other. Work with me, as a brand
ambassador and you are guaranteed to reach your target customer.

A journey of a thousand steps begins with one. Take this first step to
creating a prosperous relationship with women in entrepreneurship.

Nicole Nurse

Partner with me for an advertorial that
will be exposed to thousands. Sponsoring
a post will ensure that original photos,
videos, well considered copy and strategic
posting will be used to reach your ideal
audience.

Underwritten Posts

I already have great posts in the
schedule. Underwrite a post or series of
posts to add your company's
endorsement.  I will provide you with a
preview of the material that's best for
affiliation with your brand.

BLACK LEOPARD PUBLIC RELATIONS

Rates

Underwritten Posts

Sponsored Post

Reviews & Giveaways 3 FREE products or
services for testing and
giveaway

$80 per post
max 3 week lead time

$25 per post
max 2 week lead time

2 blog posts
original photography
a feature on 3 social channels
link to posts and performance report

You Will Receive



popular content overview
BLACK LEOPARD PUBLIC RELATIONS

5 WAYS TO BUILD YOUR
BUSINESS IN A BOX

PUBLIC RELATIONS
VS EVENT PLANNING

PROMOTE YO'SELF

A post about using marketing
techniques to build a business
with Marshall's stationary.

A fantastic article about a
workshop at Dermalogica
Canada and the importance of
self-promotion for women.

107

231

1,211 monthly page views 
WELCOME
New visitors are flocking to the Welcome page daily.
Get access to your audience directly on the front page.

Products, services and features on this page get the
second most frequent traffic on the website. 

2 posts are uploaded to the blog weekly.
Entrepreneurship, women in business, local businesses
from the Greater Toronto Area and business products
are featured here. 

This post is about using stationary from Marshall's
to stay motivated and organize your business ideas.

This entry was posted over one year ago (June 2015)
and continues to attract monthly readers. This list
of marketing techniques and client promo still gets
clicks on nearly a daily basis. 25 22

126 SERVICES

63

30

BLOG

CLIENTS

Join the wonderful brands
and businesses visitors are

curious about.
18 DISCIPLINE IS IN THE BOX

13 5 GUIDELINES FOR FINISH LINE
MARKETING

SEND PRODUCT TO
BLACK LEOPARD PUBLIC RELATIONS C/O NICOLE NURSE
38 ELM STREET,  405
TORONTO  ONTARIO,  M5G 2K5
INFO@BLACKLEOPARD-PR.COM

WWW.ELITERUNNER.COM

This website is a go-to blog
with information and entertainment

about products and services
 for entrepreneurs. 

Join me to reach women in business
from  the Greater Toronto Area.


